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Riding
t h e
Wave
Junior surfing phenom
Kayla Coscino is carving
a path to success—
in the water and out of it.
By Jennifer Pappas Yennie

K

ayla Coscino deserves every bit of attention she receives. The Laguna Beach High
School rising senior was named to the USA
Junior Surf Team last year and again this
year. She’s one of just eight girls in the junior surf
team’s under-18 group. Together with eight girls
in the under-16 division, inclusion in this elite
squad essentially means that Kayla is one of the
top 16 female junior surfers in the nation. Quiet,
humble, pragmatic and thoughtful, Kayla is a
rare breed of talent and intellect—a combination
that has served her well in the water, and out of it.
MODEST BEGINNINGS
Making the USA Junior Surf Team is only the latest chapter of 16-year-old Kayla’s story. And, to
thicken the future plot, consider this: As of 2020,
surfing will be an Olympic sport, and the San
Clemente-based USA Surfing—the same organization that runs the USA Junior Surf Team—is
the official national governing body for the sport
of surfing in the United States, recognized by
the U.S. Olympic Committee and International
Surfing Association. But more on this shortly.
Kayla’s story began with her catching casual
waves off the shore of Kauai, in Hawaii, between
the ages of 4 and 6, then longboarding with her
father as a preteen in Laguna Beach, eventually
graduating to the shortboard and, finally, beginning to compete just five years ago. “My parents
have had me by the water since I was a baby. …
It’s just so fun and freeing,” she says.
But this is more than a fun hobby, as evidenced
by the accolades that are rolling in. According to the
World Surf League, Kayla is ranked 10th (as of late
June) on the Women’s Junior Tour and 220th in
the Women’s Qualifying Series. She placed 17th in
last year’s Vans U.S. Open of Surfing, in the women’s junior division. At the Ron Jon Roxy Junior
Pro, she finished ninth last year and 17th this year.
She was also ranked sixth in USA Surfing’s Prime
Series for under-18 girls in 2017-2018.
Primarily a shortboarder, Kayla also longboards
in the summertime or when the waves are small.
Powerful is often the word used to describe her
surfing style.
“She surfs with power and, in international
competition, that’s a big deal,” says Joey Buran,
head coach of USA Surfing. “If it … [was] softball,
she’s hitting home runs. She’s driving the ball out
of the park. She surfs with power.”
This combination of talent and strength has
earned Kayla several titles at competitions including the Western Surfing Association West Coast
Championships (in the under-16 group) in 2015,
the National Scholastic Surfing Association West
Coast Regional Championships (in the Explorer
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Hasty Honarkar and her
father, Mo Honarkar, in
front of Laguna Beach Beer
Co. in The Hive (formerly
Festival Center), owned by
Mo’s 4g Ventures
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Father-daughter duo Mo and Hasty Honarkar are reinvesting
in their community with fresh ventures, bright murals and other
creative projects while giving a new shine to old favorites.

Lumberyard’s rigatoni Bolognese with pork
and veal

FRESH FLAVORS
Italian eateries aren’t the only places to
enjoy fresh pasta in Laguna Beach, as
these local restaurants have their own
take on this homemade meal.

Local chefs showcase
fresh pasta with authentic
flavors reminiscent of their
vibrant Italian culture.

By Tanya A. Yacina | Photos by Dondee Quincena

LUMBERYARD
949-715-3900
lblumberyard.com

By Ashley Probst
Photos by Dondee Quincena
The pasta-making process at Lumberyard, one of the non-Italian eateries that makes pasta in Laguna Beach

N

o matter the time of year, or even
day, nothing is quite as satisfying as a
steaming plate of fresh pasta. Laguna
Beach chefs with connections to both
Italian culture and cuisine are putting their own
twists on traditional dishes, melding their heritage
with their own personalities and cooking styles.
There are Italian restaurants all over town, and
all of the authentic places still make most of their
pasta in-house, giving their food a special touch
that emits a homey feeling.
From seafood pasta at Ristorante Rumari and
fluffy gnocchi at Romeo Cucina to multicolored
noodles at Taverna Laguna Beach or the unique
raviolis at both Alessa by Chef Pirozzi and Salerno
by Chef Pirozzi, there’s something for everyone’s
taste. And when all of your choices are homemade, it’s almost impossible to go wrong.

Kayla Coscino, a Laguna Beach teen and USA Junior Surf Team member, is finding success in her sport.

Girls category) in 2015, NSSA’s Interscholastic State
Championships in the high school varsity women’s
division last year and second at NSSA’s National
Interscholastic Championships in the same division earlier this year. These titles come with hard
work. In addition to training with the U.S. team
once a month before contests, Kayla is a member
of the Laguna Beach High School surf team, which
competes year-round. She also works with a private
coach a couple of times a month. Not to mention
the times she simply goes out to have fun and surf
with her friends.
QUIET BUT DETERMINED
Known for “flying under the radar,” as her private
surf coach Ryan Simmons puts it, Kayla does not
immediately strike one as an elite surfer. “She’s like
a quiet assassin,” he says. “She doesn’t say much on
land, but she gets her work done. Like making the
USA Junior Surf Team. … That’s a huge accomplishment and, for someone from Laguna, which
isn’t really known as a hotbed of competitive surfers—it’s not a San Clemente or a Huntington
[Beach]—that kind of speaks for itself.”
Laguna Beach High School coach Alisa Cairns
is Kayla’s longtime mentor, a family friend and
neighbor. “She’s definitely determined, pretty
fearless, she works really hard [and] she’s smart,”

Cairns says. “She’s a little bit quiet out of the
water and, in the water, semiquiet, but she’ll hold
her own. She won’t back down. … She is pretty
confident in herself.”
Buran, for one, is certain that Kayla will continue to improve and trend upward in competition. “She hasn’t come close to what her ceiling
is,” he says. “… She’s a really good athlete. … In
the United States, she’s one of the top 10 high
school-age girl surfers. Just think about that for a
minute. If you told me about a girl that plays for
the Breakers in soccer, and she’s one of the top
10 girls under 18 in the United States, I’d say that
is amazing, and she’s heading for USC, UCLA,
wherever she wants to go. Well, that’s what Kayla
is in surfing. If UCLA had a surf team and gave
out full-ride scholarships, they’d [have] been
recruiting Kayla for two years already.”
Kayla is also known for excelling in academics. Her junior year, notoriously the most difficult of one’s high school career, she took on two
advanced placement courses, earning a GPA high
enough to rank her 16th in her class. She is thinking about applying to the University of California’s
San Diego, Santa Barbara and Los Angeles campuses, as well as University of San Diego and Point
Loma Nazarene University. Outside of school, she
also gives back to the community, through Lion’s
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asty Honarkar, vice president of 4G Ventures, a real
estate, hospitality and development company, moved
to Laguna Beach when she was in eighth grade. She
had grown up visiting the town regularly—while living in Laguna Niguel, her father owned a wireless store in Laguna
Beach, so there was always a reason to take a ride through the
winding canyon toward the beach. As a visitor, Hasty says, she
appreciated this city for its distinct beauty. And, once she became
a resident, she immersed herself in the community.
“Laguna Beach was so intriguing to me,” Hasty says. “Coming
through the canyon was a grand entrance into town, always
filled with anticipation. When we moved here, I was immediately drawn to the art community, and how much it was appreciated and supported.”
Mohammad “Mo” Honarkar, Hasty’s father and the founder,
president and CEO of 4G Ventures, also gained appreciation for
all that is Laguna Beach at an early age, after moving from Iran
to the United States. While a student at University of California,
Irvine, Mo and his friends frequented the beach town as a weekend hot spot. After college, his first entrepreneurial endeavor
was opening a chain of high-end clothing shops for men, Chez

Lui. He later went on to found 4G Wireless Inc., which owned
and operated Verizon Wireless-branded stores under an exclusive agreement; his portfolio grew to include approximately 160
wireless stores in five states—including the one in Laguna Beach,
a town that he was eventually able to call home.
“My kids always wanted to come to Laguna, and we were
able to move here in 2002,” Mo says. “I [have] loved this town
since my early 20s.”
Mo’s wireless investments achieved great success. Nevertheless,
he decided to sell 4G Wireless in 2016 and turned his attention to
4G Ventures, which he created to begin investing in real estate in
Laguna and the surrounding region. 4G Ventures is the umbrella
corporation for various real estate investments and projects.
Within the firm’s structure is The Laguna Beach Co., a holding
company for its local properties, and Laguna Creative Ventures,
its creative, communications and development arm that helps
bring the company’s projects to fruition.
Among the properties owned by 4G Ventures are event
venue seven-degrees; The Hive shopping center, formerly called
Festival Center, with restaurants and other businesses in the canyon; seven7seven and Terra Laguna Beach, the recently renamed
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Zucca, a
butternut
squash ravioli
at Alessa by
Chef Pirozzi
and Salerno by
Chef Pirozzi
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ROOTED IN ITALY
All of the Italian chefs in Laguna Beach have two
things in common: their love for Italian cuisine
and for their home country. After growing up in
Italy and learning about the restaurant industry in
their own ways, each of these chefs aimed to bring
their authentic recipes to America, and that’s just
what they did, eventually forging a path to Laguna.
Vince Crivello, chef-owner of Ristorante Rumari,
may have studied culinary arts through the Westin
Hotels & Resorts and at Cerritos College, but most
of his skills were learned while he was growing up

in Sicily. “I think most of what I have, and what I
feel for, comes from my parents—they’re my biggest influence,” Crivello says. “They taught me how
to make pasta, how to cook the seafood … They’re
great cooks.”
Another talented chef, Francesco Schintu, aids
the entire Taverna brand from Dallas, where
the chain’s corporate headquarters is located.
Originally from the island of Sardinia, Schintu
grew up surrounded by Italian cuisine, which led
him to begin his culinary career, including his
studies at Boscolo Etoile Academy in Tuscania.
Over the years, Schintu worked in many kitchens,
but there was one where he met a kind old woman
who taught him her techniques for making traditional pasta. Today, he has taken those methods
and modified them in order to develop his own
homemade pasta recipe.
On the Italian mainland is Calabria, where
Antonio Romeo, executive chef and owner of
Romeo Cucina, grew up and first became involved
in the restaurant industry because his parents ran
an eatery in his hometown for 45 years. Romeo
and his parents are not the only chefs in the family,
as his four brothers and two sisters all followed the
same career path. “We moved here about 30 years
ago … and, basically, we tried to bring our recipes
and new way to cook in California,” Romeo says.
As far as professional schooling, Romeo studied
culinary arts in his home country for five years
and subsequently earned his degree after working
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under various renowned Italian chefs.
Romeo isn’t the only chef in town who was
greatly influenced by family. Another example is
Alessandro Pirozzi, executive chef and owner of
both Alessa and Salerno, who grew up in Naples
with his three sisters. Being the only boy made
squabbling with his siblings almost inevitable,
so Pirozzi would escape to the kitchen, where his
grandmother taught him everything he knows
about the culinary arts.
TRICKS OF THE TRADE
As any of these chefs will tell you, when it comes
to making pasta dough, the ingredients make a
big difference in both taste and texture. Crivello
opts for durum flour because it has more starch,
which helps maintain a thick consistency. He
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Circulation and Distribution
Highly targeted and effective distribution in Laguna Beach allows advertisers to reach a qualified and valuable audience
of residents, visitors and local leaders. Laguna Beach Magazine has more than twice the circulation and readership of any
magazine in Laguna, making it the most effective and comprehensive way for advertisers to reach this valuable market.
Total Copies per issue: 15,250
Total Readership per issue: 53,375
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Home Delivery: Copies are delivered to more than 10,250 Laguna
Beach homes in the most affluent communities (92651), including:
H Emerald Bay
H Irvine Cove

H Three Arch Bay
H And many more
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H Montage Laguna Beach
H La Casa del Camino
H Marriott Vacation Villas
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H
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Surf & Sand Resort
Pacific Edge Hotel
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Targeted Distribution: Reaching key influencers, venues and
events, including:
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READER DEMOGRAPHICS
The Laguna Beach Magazine reader tends to be:

H Medical offices
H Community events
H select retailers

Newsstand: Laguna Beach Magazine is sold at
select newsstands.
paid subscriptions: Mailed directly to subscribers’ homes,
locally and nationally.

ONLINE DISTRIBUTION & VISIBILITY: Offering
visibility and access anytime and anywhere. Each issue of Laguna Beach
Magazine is available on the local portals, OCinSite.com and
lagunabeachmagazine.com, as well on our Laguna Beach Magazine
app available for iPad and smartphones.

Confident | Experiential | Independent
s s s s s s s

H Real estate offices
H Luxury auto dealers
H Art galleries

TIPS FOR CLEARING
CLUTTER AND
GETTING ORGANIZED

Average age  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
male . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  40%
female . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  60%
married . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  54%
any college  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  96%
Average home value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.5 MILLION
average household income . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $220,000
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2019 Editorial Calendar & Closing Dates
Issue	Edit and features	Advertising Sections
space CLOSE &
on sale
							MATERIALS DUE 	DATE
January/February

H Health and Wellness Issue
H Fashion: Jewelry
H Travel: Mexico’s Wine Country

H Chef Profiles
H Wedding Guide

Jan. 18		Feb. 1

March

H Eat & Drink Issue
H Travel: Las Vegas

H Best Happy Hours

March 1

March 15

April/May

H The Men’s Issue
H Fashion: Menswear
H Travel: Glamping

H Fitness Directory

April 12		

April 26

June

H Arts Special Section
H Summer Festivals
H Travel: San Diego

H Gallery Showcase

May 24		

June 7

July/August

H Sun & Surf Issue
H Fashion: Swimwear
H Travel: Aspen

H Beach Rental Guide

July 5		

July 19

September

H The Fashion Issue
H Fashion: Fall Fashion
H Travel: Montana/Wyoming

H Boutique Profiles

Aug. 16		

Aug. 30

October/November

H Home & Design Issue
H Travel: Hawaii

H Interior Design Guide

Sept. 27		

Oct. 11

December

H Laguna’s Most Influential
H Travel: Ski Resorts

H Snow Seekers Guide	Nov. 15		Nov. 29

Publication dates may change throughout the year due to unforeseen circumstances. Your representative will keep you posted of the latest deadlines and on sale dates.

In Every Issue

Personalities & Profiles:
Laguna Beach’s leaders and influencers

The Arts: The best in performing
and visual arts

Calendar: Key events and

charity events to the best parties

decor to outdoor entertaining

THE KOMBUCHA CRAZE

KICK OFF 2018 BY
LEARNING A NEW SKILL,
SPORT OR ART FORM
THIS FIZZY, FERMENTED
DRINK IS TOUTED FOR ITS
HEALTH BENEFITS

the market

Fashion, Shopping & Retail:
Society Coverage: From

NEW YEAR, NEW YOU

Real Estate: The top homes on

opportunities in the community
From luxury goods to local finds
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Design & Decor: From interior

Restaurants & Cuisine: From
dining trends to new restaurants

Health, Beauty & Wellness:
From the great outdoors to fitness

+

SPARKLE
& SHINE
BOLD JEWELRY THAT MAKES A STATEMENT

BRUNCH GOES
BEYOND BASIC
HOME: MIXING OLD
AND NEW STYLES
TRAVEL: SAN FRANCISCO
ARCHITECTURE
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1/2-Page 
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$520
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wOrking it Out

Brains Over Brawn

These items will help you get the most out of
a day at the gym.

Prevail Strength & Conditioning is all about smart science, not old-school exertion.
By Larry Urish

Whether you’re trying to increase your strength or condition
your body, these products from nearby stores offer everything you’ll need before, during and after your workout. LBM

LBM: What elements of a client’s body play a
role in determining a proper workout program?
JR: We don’t look at strength. ... Our InBody
body composition analysis measures muscle
imbalances. Our assessment will also include
strength, power and endurance tests, but these
are unrelated to the makeup of the client’s body.
Improving body composition is basically a side
effect of proper exercise and a nutrition program.
LBM: What exercises do you focus on once a
client starts a regular routine?
JR: Our programs revolve around the squat,
deadlift, bench press, overhead press and pullup. From there, workouts will be based on a
client’s needs and goals. For example, a client
looking to increase muscle mass will perform
a higher volume of repetitions than someone
on a strength/power program. Additional exercises will be added to address specific weaknesses or as a supplement to the primary lift.
Jack Ryan is a co-owner and coach at Prevail Strength & Conditioning, where locals can lift weights and more.

At first, it doesn’t seem to make any sense:
Why would a trainer, someone who has spent
many years in the gym doing all manner of
weight training, begin working with a client
without incorporating any weights? The answer
is simple: He’s carefully assessing your movements from the beginning and having you
engage in corrective weight-free exercises until
you’re capable of performing a given exercise
with additional weight. Proper body mechanics
is only one of the concepts stressed by Jack Ryan
and Ryan Haley, owners of and certified trainers at Prevail Strength & Conditioning, which
opened in Laguna Canyon over the winter.
The gym offers many different ways to
enhance your strength, from free weights to
deadlift platforms, but the facility also has
other tools as well: treadmills, rowers and
jump-ropes to aid in conditioning. And, Prevail
members may also opt to take part in one-onone training for a customized workout regimen. Here, Ryan shares more about the benefits

of this new gym as well as some nutritional tips
for overall health.
Laguna Beach Magazine: Why should locals
choose Prevail?
Jack Ryan: We make [an] extra effort to see
everyone as a unique individual. We discuss
goals and assess movement quality from day
one. From there, we can test body composition, strength, power and endurance. We then
develop an effective program that will lead to
improvements in all of these areas.
LBM: What do you look for when examining
your clients’ movements?
JR: We determine which movements a client
can perform correctly and which movements
need to be regressed and/or corrected before
weights are added. Strength gains will not be
maximized until the movement can be performed efficiently and safely. Every person’s
movement-related issues will be different.

Staying hydrated during a workout is
essential, and Hydro Flask’s 32-OUNCE
WIDE MOUTH BOTTLE can help. The
BPA-free vessel keeps water cold for 24
hours, $40, at Hobie Surf Shop. (949497-3304; hobiesurfshop.com)

A new summer collection by Goldsheep,
a brand that got its start here in Laguna,
offers a variety of printed, quick-dry
workout pants, like the LEMON GARDEN
LEGGINGS, that will be sure to stay in place
no matter how many squats you do, $98,
available online. (goldsheepclothing.com)

LBM: How do you incorporate individual
attention into your classes?
JR: Every class has a template based on
its focus: pulling movements versus pushing
movements, for example. Since there are many
ways to do the same exercise, we work with
each participant based on his [or her] needs.
Before each class, we write down workout
details for every person. They all get individual
attention in a high-energy group atmosphere.
LBM: In addition to tailoring workouts, how
do you address proper nutrition for clients?
JR: We refer our clients to Renaissance
Periodization, a company that provides customized meal plans based on initial body weight,
activity level and specific goals. All plans start
with a base and then progress through cutting or
bulking stages. Carb intake should be focused
around workout time, especially for those looking to lose weight. In general, we emphasize
greater water and protein intake, eating out less
often and drinking less alcohol. Eat slowly, and
include vegetables with every meal.

Along with a rubber base,
Sankalpa’s MICROFIBER
YOGA MAT is made with a
no-slip material designed to
maximize cushion, support
and traction. It’s great for
stretching before or after a
workout, $135, at Pacific
Blue Yoga. (949-376-7077;
pacificblueyoga.com)

Ideal for both men and women, these Harbinger TRAIN GRIP
WRISTWRAP GLOVES are available in a vast range of sizes.
They provide support and flexibility as well as a solid grip—
perfect for weightlifting, $29.99, at Dick’s Sporting Goods,
Laguna Hills. (949-472-8180; dickssportinggoods.com)

Made with Dyneema ripstop fabric, the ORANGE LABEL DUFFEL
by Poler Stuff includes multiple padded accessory pockets, an
internal divider pouch where you can store dirty clothes, and
plenty of handles for easy carrying on your way to and from the
gym, $99.95, at Poler Stuff. (949-715-9918; polerstuff.com)
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With restaurants around town offering
creative cocktails, signature snacks and
picturesque views, there are plenty of
perfect spots to relax during happy hour.
By Ashley Ryan

F
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Cover 3		
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Cover 4		

$3,000

COURTESY OF STARFISH LAGUNA

Cover 2 Spread		

rom gathering with friends and family to get the
weekend started to unwinding solo after a long day
at work, many find happiness in local happy hours.
While discounts on cocktails offer a chance to
indulge in your favorite drinks, the varied food menus
at Laguna Beach restaurants allow diners to sample an
array of dishes that they might not try otherwise.
But enjoying happy hour is more than simply sipping signature cocktails and dining on small plates.
Sometimes it’s a chance to mingle with the locals
and make new friends. Sometimes it’s a gateway into
a full-fledged meal and hours spent perusing menus
with loved ones. And, sometimes, it’s a view of the sun
setting over the ocean, live music being played in the
background or a long conversation by the glow of a fire
pit. Whatever reason you have for stopping by during
these fabled few hours, you’re sure to find your happy
place right here in Laguna.

Find specials on
everything from
margaritas and
martinis to tacos
and other appetizers
during happy hour
in Laguna Beach.

SENSATIONAL SIPS
Usually, upon hearing the words “happy hour,” images
of colorful cocktails immediately come to mind. Those
looking for their favorite drinks in Laguna are in luck,
with a few spots offering ever-popular options like
mojitos and margaritas.
With six different types of mojitos, The Rooftop
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Taste of the Town

Combo
Advertise in both Laguna Beach and
Newport Beach magazines
and get a 10% discount.

A restaurant resource for dining out in Laguna Beach

HAVE A SLICE

Laguna Beach’s newest eatery is ablaze with myriad options for artisanal pizzas and craft beer.
By Ashley Probst
Slice is a pizzeria where authenticity and contemporary approaches meet—using only the finest ingredients from
local and Italian distributors to produce creative, family-friendly fare. Situated across the street from its sister restaurant, Lumberyard,
the newest installment by husband-and-wife duo Cary and Suzanne Redfearn, owner and interior designer, respectively, opened Oct. 19.
The Redfearns acquired the building, which was originally built in the early 1900s and has housed various retail stores, and
converted it into a quaint, homey restaurant. The much-anticipated eatery boasts high-tech elements including a computer-controlled, electric oven that emulates a wood-burning version, and a self-serve wall of beer, cider and wine taps that are activated
using wristbands to track how much you pour—try a sip of this and a sip of that or enjoy a full glass of your favorite libation. Grab

All rates are NET
from open rates
The Shaw’s Cove pizza with shrimp, pesto sauce,
cherry tomatoes, fresh oregano and arugula
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a glass from shelves filled with an eclectic mix of order a full, signature pizza from the menu. These
goblets, mugs and pint glasses, then tap the screen 11-inch pies come in six unique flavor combinafor instructions on how to pour the perfect beer. tions, all made on the same delectable crust, which
In contrast to these high-tech features, the interior goes through a 24-hour fermentation process to
is filled with recycled decor such as walls covered make the dough lighter and easier to digest.
There are plant-based options such as the Greeter
with reclaimed wood and light fixtures fashioned
out of old boat pulleys, plus the incorporation of with pesto, arugula and mushrooms. Another popthe building’s original doors, floors and windows. ular pizza called the Hobie is filled with fresh flavors
The most impressive design piece is a mosaic from Italian sausage, mushrooms, red peppers and
of Shepard Fairey’s famous poster, “Defend a sauce made with California-grown organic tomaDignity”—part of his “We the People” campaign; toes. For meat lovers, try the Benson, topped with
approximately 4,500 bottle caps depict the image fennel sausage and prosciutto on a light tomato
of a woman with a red flower in her hair as a sauce base. For those with a taste for seafood, Shaw’s
Cove is the best pick as it features
symbol of unification and comshrimp along with pesto, tomamunity. Another fun, intricate
SLICE
toes, fresh oregano and arugula.
installation lines the walls of the
477 Forest Ave.
Then there’s the shining star
restroom and consists of 18,000
949-715-3993
of the menu: Lolita Perine. A
Scrabble tiles that have hidden
slicelb.com
house favorite, the Lolita is for
phrases, most of which are song
those who can never have too
lyrics from iconic musicians like
HOURS:
much cheese, with its roasted
The Beatles and Madonna.
11 a.m.-10 p.m. weekdays
garlic ricotta base that’s topped
You may come to check out
and 11 a.m. to
with fresh mozzarella, Parmesan
the atmosphere, but stay for
11 p.m. weekends
and Castelvetrano olives that
the food, which can be enjoyed
give it an earthy tinge. But what
along an elevated bar top or a
makes this pizza spectacular is
mess hall-style table with parthe baked egg that oozes onto
ties sitting side by side—making
each slice, the truffle oil that is drizzled across
everyone feel like one big, happy family.
Start the evening off with a refreshing salad by it, lending a decadent flavor and, finally, a spicy
choosing your own fixings or select one of the sig- aftertaste from the red pepper flakes that leaves
nature options such as the beet salad with crisp you wanting more. This pizza pairs nicely with a
mixed greens, tangy goat cheese and, of course, Laguna Beach Beer Co. pale ale from the tap wall.
As a side, or a snack later on, there’s also ciasweet roasted beets. A sprinkle of lemon zest provides a light, citrus flavor on the first bite, which is batta bread with olive oil for dipping, made in the
pizzeria oven every day. The eatery also plans to
complemented by the apple vinaigrette dressing.
For the main course, you can also make your own expand its menu to include breakfast pizzas for
personal-size pizza by picking the dough, sauce, lunch, calzones and other types of bread. For descheeses and toppings (gluten-free crust and vegan sert, don’t forget to pick up one of the JOHs—Jars
cheese are both available for those with stricter of Happiness—which come in chocolate or caradiets); try the daily slice of rotating varieties; or mel flavors sure to put a smile on your face. LBM

• Nonprofit organizations: Entitled to a 50% discount
• Guaranteed position: Available for a 25% surcharge
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Top left: Slice—owned by husband-and-wife duo Cary
and Suzanne Redfearn, who also own Lumberyard
across the street—features recycled decor including
reclaimed wood, light fixtures made from old boat pulleys
and a bottle cap mosaic. Top right: A wall of taps allows
self-serve beer and wine (guests get wristbands to track
the amount poured). Above: The margherita pizza is one
option, while diners may also create their own pies.

TIP:
Don’t have time to dine in? Call ahead to skip the
line and even have your pizza brought out to your
car. An online ordering option is planned soon.
Slice also offers delivery through the DoorDash app
for those living in Laguna Beach.
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• Ad design available billed at $75/hour, two-hour
minimum.
• Early pay discount: 5% discount for pre-paid print
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industrialize
Your home

Back to the Basics

advertising.

Industrial design elements like wood beams and steel bring a touch of urban edge to modern homes.
By Lisa Hallett Taylor

Exposed beams and raw metal fixtures are among the industrial touches in this home designed by John Wooden.

Those exposed beams and concrete floors
that decorate some restaurants and boutiques
have found their way into local homes as well.
The look is urban industrial, which strips away
all of those expensive materials to reveal the true
bones of a structure. Industrial design plays up
authentic materials like wood, glass, concrete and
steel—it’s the antithesis of a feminine, shabby
chic cottage.
The look’s origins come from adaptive use
of repurposed buildings, transforming things
like old warehouses or factories into brewpubs
and lofts. Laguna Beach interior designer John
Wooden, grandson of the legendary basketball
coach with the same name, incorporates a variety
of industrial features in his local commerical and
residential designs.
“I think it’s a style that’s timeless and truthful,” Wooden says. “Laguna Beach is all about
nature and there’s a similar element to industrial
design, which uses natural materials. It also can
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be a more economical way to build, because you
aren’t covering up the structural elements with
drywall and flooring.”
In addition to being more economical, some
industrial design elements can provide a modern
aesthetic that is still comfortable and endearing.
Wooden suggests using signature components
like exposed beams, raw steel doors and windows, cinder block walls, metal with a patina,
polished concrete flooring and even exposed
ductwork or pipes.
While working on a Laguna Beach cottage then
owned by Dana Marron, co-owner of Laguna
Supply clothing store, which also boasts industrial elements, Wooden added plenty of these
touches, from raw brass fixtures and steel doors
to an industrial wall-mount, clean-up style sink
in her son’s bathroom and a surface-mount barn
door with exposed hardware in place of a pocket
door for the boy’s bedroom.
Wooden views urban industrial as a bridge

from the interior to the exterior, or vice versa.
The materials tie in with decor that is often used
outside, like concrete pavers, along with landscaping and architectural elements.
Overlooking the beach in Laguna’s Rockledge
neighborhood, the Towfiq house is another home
that displays authentic materials, incorporating them in uncommon ways. Designed by the
late Laguna Beach architect Mark Singer, this
house was another project that Wooden worked
on. He says that the famed designer celebrated
authentic, industrial materials and incorporated
them in unique ways, causing Singer’s structures
to blend perfectly with nature, using things like
concrete, cinder block and exposed steel.
“I think he kind of brought this look to
Laguna,” Wooden adds. The walls of the Towfiq
house are board-formed concrete, a process in
which the grain texture from a wooden plank is
imprinted on concrete surfaces, giving them a
more organic look.
Wooden was also a part of the team responsible for designing A’Maree’s, an upscale clothing boutique in Newport Beach, working on
lighting, finishes and some cabinetry within
the shop. The iconic modernist building was
designed in the 1960s and formerly housed a
variety of restaurants before sitting vacant for
13 years.
“We stripped it down to expose its architecture,” Wooden recalls. “Before, it was all covered
with drywall and dropped ceilings, so we took
the concrete slabs and grinded them down and
polished them up to create a very chic space.
We kind of brought the outdoors in … into the
materials, which are raw and exposed.”
Like any design style, urban industrial elements need to be carefully thought out before
taking a sledgehammer to your walls. “I’m not
a big fan of the whole feng shui thing—some
people get really caught up in it—but there needs
to be a balance of wood, glass, steel and stone in
projects,” Wooden explains. “Maybe you already
have all of those things. But in industrial design,
you need to learn how to effectively balance those
true elements.”

These must-have pieces, available at
local stores, will give your abode that
deconstructed look in no time flat.
Seek out a mix of vintage and modern fixtures and
furnishings to achieve a truly authentic look. LBM

If you’re looking for real wood
with a backstory, Ganahl has
done all the work for you:
Among its stash of RECLAIMED
WOOD is Douglas fir from the
Hollywood Park racetrack and
lumber from the former Georgia
Pacific Mill in Fort Bragg,
California, from $11 per foot,
at Ganahl Lumber. (949-4946538; ganahllumber.com)

Skip the remodel and get an exposed
brick look with Piet Hein Eek
and NLXL’s SILVER GREY BRICK
WALLPAPER. The silver tone will pick
up any metal accents you have already
added, $299, available with advance
order at Vertigo Home. (949-494-7547;
vertigohome.us)

Add some industrial flair to your walls
with the CIRCUIT METAL WALL CANDLE
HOLDER, which combines an antiqued
bronze geometric design with 14 glass
votives of various sizes, $169, at Crate &
Barrel, South Coast Plaza, Costa Mesa.
(714-825-0060; crateandbarrel.com)

With an iron pipe spiral base and a textured cast
iron seat, the INDUSTRIAL COIL STOOL is a great
addition for adding urban influences to a modern
home, $525, available with advance order at RH,
Fashion Island, Newport Beach. (949-760-9232;
restorationhardware.com)

These 5-gallon GLASS
WATER JUGS, reproductions made from
molds of industrial jugs
that were once used for
alcohol fermentation,
are perfect for pouring
drinks but can also be
repurposed as vases,
$128, at Areo. (949-3760535; areohome.com)
laguna beach MagaZIne
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In addition to laguna beach magazine, Firebrand Media publishes
a wide portfolio of print and digital media, including:
h Montage Magazine: The in-room publication for Montage Hotels & Resorts
h Bespoke Concierge Magazine: A regional luxury travel publication distributed at the top hotel concierge
desks in major cities

h Sea Island Life magazine: The official publication for Sea Island Resort and residences
h Newport Beach Country Club Magazine: Official NBCC magazine for members and guests
h Omni Escapes magazine: The in-room publication for Omni Hotels & Resorts
h Pacific Coast magazine: California Iconic lifestyle magazine
h Salamander magazine: The in-room publication for Salamander Hotels & Resorts
h Monarch Beach Resort Moments magazine: The in-room publication for Monarch Beach Resort
h Laguna Beach Magazine: An award-winning city publication for Laguna Beach, California
h Newport Beach Magazine: An award-winning city publication for Newport Beach, California
h OCinSite.com: A coastal Orange County lifestyle portal
h Newport Beach Independent: The weekly newspaper of choice for Newport Beach
h laguna Beach Independent: The weekly newspaper of choice for Laguna Beach
h Coastal Real Estate Guide: Reaches more than 80,000 affluent readers in Laguna and Newport
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HARBORSIDE
HOT SPOT

By Andrea Adelson | LB Indy

A one-of-a-kind oceanfront property in Lower Three Arch
Bay enjoys panoramic white water views of Salt Creek Beach and
the Pacific Ocean. It all begins with a private gate opening into
a secluded courtyard and what is believed to be one of the first
homes built in the gated community. The house on a cul-de-sac
lot has a very deep setback, which likely would not be duplicated
today. The property replicates a home located on the Amalfi
Drive in Italy and was totally remodeled in 1984 and last sold in
1991. It has a spacious layout with a Mediterranean flair and 67
feet of frontage. The home is equipped with a security gate.

WEDDED BLISS

THREE COUPLES SHARE
THEIR STUNNING
NEWPORT NUPTIALS

DINING OPTIONS
ABOUND AT LIDO
MARINA VILLAGE

‘Diploma’
Raises
Questions Anew
Over Candidate

OCTOBER 3, 2014 | VOL. 4, ISSUE 40

Secluded Home Perches
on a Prestige Point

TRADITIONAL
GERMAN FOOD,
MUSIC AND MORE

LOCAL ROOTS
VINEYARDS AND
WINERIES WITH
A NEWPORT
CONNECTION

Offering price: $10,000,000
Address: 11 La Senda Place, Laguna Beach
Agent info: Spyro Kemble, Surterre Properties Inc.
Direct: 949.717.7248, Cell: 949.689.8377, skemble@surterreproperties.com

ONE ON ONE WITH MATT BROWN:

From Roller Coasters to Grain Silos, He Defies Gravity
By Gina Dostler
Embedded in the nursery tale about the three little
pigs is a truism that informs structural home design.
One made of straw, the other of wood and the third
made of bricks. Whereas the brick withstood the
forces of the windy wolf, the others came crashing
down. Yet in an earthquake zone, toppling brick
from a rigid structural design proves more predatory
than the wolf at the door. It’s Matt Brown’s job as
president and chief engineer at Newport Structural
Design to keep structural integrity in an architect’s
design.

A

+

HI-LO LOOKS
COMBINING LUXURY
BRANDS WITH VINTAGE
AND CASUAL PIECES

LOCAL

ALL IN THE DETAILS
THE LATEST TRENDS IN
ACCESSORIES FROM
JEWELRY TO BAGS

GEM
THE GORJANA
JEWELRY BRAND IS
SHINING BRIGHT

TRAVEL: NAPA’S WINE COUNTRY

HOME: CONTEMPORARY KITCHENS

PACIFIC SYMPHONY: CELEBRATING 40 YEARS

8/31/18 3:47 PM

Q: Structural engineers are sort of the
unsung heroes of incredible structures.
A: I bet most people would not recognize the
names of those who built the incredible buildings
around the world, except maybe one, Gustave
Eiffel whose name marks the tower he designed.
No, we don’t get much recognition. We are in the
background making structural integrity a sure thing.
Roller coasters wouldn’t stay up if it wasn’t for us
and what fun would that be?
Matt Brown

Q: You and gravity are friends then, right?
A: Gravity is an adversary that brings out the
best in structural engineers. With buildings most
foundations are designed to withstand gravity’s force
pushing downward and the structural load must

A Drought of Solutions
for Drawing More Water
But that transformation is extremely
costly and so far seems to be an
undertaking of only huge water districts.
Currently seven projects in the state
are permitted to perform this modernday miracle of expanding groundwater
supplies with water purified by stateof-the art treatment plants, including
Orange County Water District, which
supplies water to 20 northern and
central Orange County cities and water
agencies. The city of San Diego has also
recently completed a demonstration
water purification project that, if
eventually approved full-scale, would
be the first in the state permitted to
supplement a surface water supply, the
San Vincente Reservoir, with treated
water.

“Is this a three-ring circus I’m in, or
what?” asked incumbent City Council
candidate Kelly Boyd about midway
through a boisterous debate hosted by
Firebrand Media, owner of the Indy,
Tuesday night at City Hall.
Firebrand owner Allan Simon fired
provocative questions at the seven
candidates vying for three City Council
seats in the Nov. 4 election. Though he
outlined a format for questions, answers
and rebuttals in advance, Simon reserved
the right to change things up as he saw
fit.
The circus analogy rang true at times
during the somewhat unorthodox
debate as candidates alternately

MADISON, page 29

WATER, pages 28

DEBATE, page 32

Continued on page 2
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Newport Man
Arraigned for
Posing as Fire
Marshal
By NB Indy Staff

Longtime Laguna Beach resident Chad Nelsen grabs the top rail at the Surfrider Foundation. Story on Page 3

Jennifer Erickson | LB Indy
Even as Laguna Beach County Water
District prepares to raise rates over the
next five years to pay for the escalating
cost of supplying local customers with
1.5 billion gallons of imported water
annually, local resident Michael Beanan
sees a solution in what he describes as a
“goldmine”: 4 billion gallons of treated
sewage that spews into the Pacific Ocean
from an outfall pipe off Laguna’s coast
each year.
Unlike the alchemists who never
succeeded in turning base metals
into gold, modern scientists have
transformed wastewater into drinking
water, which might as well be liquid gold
given its increasing scarcity in droughtstricken California.

Debate Elicits
Sparks From
Candidates

The Resort at Pelican Hill holds its annual Festa dell’Autunno this weekend. See the Off the Menu column on page 12 for details.

Merits of
Forums Debated
by City Council

By Jennifer Erickson | LB Indy

By Sara Hall | NB Indy
The current Newport Beach City
Council debated last week whether or
not future Council candidate forums
should be broadcast on the city’s television channel.
Council voted 6-1 to continue an
item that aimed to create a policy to
regulate City Council candidate forums
held at city facilities and/or filmed for
broadcast on the city’s government ac-

FORUM DEBATE Page 14

Council Candidates Spar
at Marina Park Meeting
By Sara Hall | NB Indy
As the 2016 political season nears
the final stretch, the Newport Beach
City Council candidates are wrapping
up the last few forums, including a
community meeting held at Marina
Park Wednesday.
The Central Newport Beach
Community Association hosted the
discussion panel, which was a good
culmination of the previous forums,
hitting several hot topics, asking a few
insightful questions, and providing an
introduction of each candidate.

Former Newport Beach Indy publisher Tom Johnson moderated the
event.
The participating candidates included: Brad Avery for District 2; Mike
Glenn and Jeff Herdman for District 5;
and Fred Ameri, Phil Greer, and Will
O’Neill for District 7.
Lee Lowrey missed the forum
because his wife gave birth Wednesday
morning, Johnson and O’Neill explained. Shelley Henderson, a candidate for District 2, was also absent.

CANDIDATE FORUM Page 14

A Newport Beach man was arraigned
last week for posing as a fire marshal
and charging small businesses for fraudulent inspections.
Brian Lee Carsten, 36, is accused
of entering several businesses while
wearing a uniform and posing as a fire
marshal, and conducting and charging
for fraudulent inspections, the Orange
County District Attorney’s office explained in a statement.
Over the past month, Carsten allegedly did this several times, extorting
$209 from each business. He provided
fake invoices using forged Cal-Fire
letterhead and logos, according to the
OCDA.
Among the victims, are Beach Auto
Sound in Huntington Beach, State
College Distributors in Anaheim, and
Newport Awning and Imperial Auto
Service, both in Santa Ana.
On Sept. 23, Carsten is accused of
possessing two firearms in violation of a
domestic violence protective order from
Los Angeles. Carsten was arrested by
Anaheim Police Department.
He charged with four felony counts
of second degree burglary, four felony
counts of extortion by force or threat,
four felony counts of forgery of an official seal, four misdemeanor counts of
fraudulently personating fire personnel, and two misdemeanor counts of
possession of a firearm in violation of a
protective order.
If convicted, he faces a maximum
sentence of 11 years and eight months
in state prison.

OPEN HOUSE EVENT
EXPLORE AN ARRAY OF HOMES IN ONE WEEKEND

LOCAL LANDMARK
CHRIS KELLER’S HISTORIC
MARINE ROOM TAVERN
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Q: This is not a career one hears of too often.
How did you start in it?
A: Well, like the ol’ cliché, I played with a lot of
Legos in my childhood. Since grade school I planned
on being an architect, chose all the elected classes
in college and some semesters before I graduated I
realized I might have it wrong. I wanted to design
the structure of buildings and learned architects
work on the aesthetics of the building. Structural

engineers make it stand. So I added courses and
received a bachelor of arts in civil engineering as well
as in architecture and continued on with a master’s,
emphasis in structural design.

Embattled Laguna Beach City
Council candidate Jon Madison, whose
academic and professional claims
cannot be independently verified,
this week went on the offensive and
produced one of two college diplomas
that he says demonstrate the veracity of
his resume.
Even so, the authenticity of the
document Madison produced only
raised more skepticism. The Cornell
University diploma purporting to grant
Jon Jay Joseph V. Madison a Ph.D. in
horticulture on May 26, 1979, does
not appear to bear the signature of
Frank H.T. Rhodes, who was Cornell’s
president in that year, nor that of David
L. Call, who was dean of the College of
Agriculture and Life Sciences in 1979.
Graduation that year actually
occurred on May 28, according to the
May 23, 1979, edition of the Cornell
Daily Sun, Ithaca’s daily newspaper.
And in 1979 the university discipline
was known as the Department of
Vegetable Crops, a precursor to the
Department of Horticulture, according
to citations in the 1979 scientific journal
Horticultural Reviews and the university
publication Cornell Chronicle and
website Cornell Plantations.
Cornell’s registrar has no record
of Jon Jay Joseph Madison attending
the university, Cornell spokesman Joe
Schwartz confirmed again Tuesday, Sept.
30, reiterating a similar query made by
the Indy on Sept. 8 of a slightly different
name, Jon Jay Madison.
In the statement released to
supporters this week, Madison conceded
he did not take the California State Bar
exam and thus cannot properly describe
himself as a lawyer, a claim he made in a
sworn 2012 application for appointment

CHRISTOPHER TRELA
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YOUR HOLIDAY GATHERINGS EXTRA SPECIAL

Antique elements are
integrated with rammedearth construction in
Rancho Mirage.

| T H E M AG A Z I N E

NEW

MEET THE
EXECUTIVE CHEF
OF THE NEW
BOURBON STEAK

CLASSY CATERING

IN

NOLA
NOPSI HOTEL
REIMAGINES
A HISTORIC
BUILDING

Going Rustic
Southern California interior
designers are combining
industrial design with
farmhouse chic.

Buying Paradise
Residents of homes in
resort communities are
relishing the benefits of a
permanent vacation.

+

RIDE & DRIVE

ALL-WHEEL DRIVE CADILLACS ARE NOW
AVAILABLE TO MONTAGE GUESTS

SWEET 15

ONE-OF- A-KIND EXPERIENCES
CELEBRATE MONTAGE’S 15TH ANNIVERSARY

TAKE IT
OUTSIDE

SURF’S UP

RIDING WAVES AT SOME OF THE
WORLD’S PRIME SURF SPOTS

MO25-Cover.indd 1

UNIQUE ADVENTURES IN
THE GREAT OUTDOORS

6/8/18 8:32 AM

OE4_Cover_final.indd 8

TICKET TO
THE OPERA

DISCOVER TOP
PRODUCTIONS IN 5 CITIES

FACTS
MEET FUN

10 EXCITING MUSEUMS
FOR KIDS

RISE OF THE
UNDERGROUND

SHOP FOR STYLISH CARRYALLS

SUBTERRANEAN SHOPPING,
DINING AND MORE

SATISFY A NOODLE CRAVING
DISCOVER WHAT’S NEW IN MANHATTAN

5/16/18 11:40 AM

PC6_COVER_FINAL-S.indd 4

FC_SI12.indd 1

NY_BC10_FC.indd 1

6/29/18 4:36 PM

RUN WITH IT

THE RUNGO
APP OFFERS
SAFE AND
SCENIC PATHS

NATURALLY INSPIRED
SPA TREATMENTS EMBRACE
THE POWER OF PLANTS

FANTASTIC
FOOTWEAR

FIND YOUR
PERFECT PAIR
FOR SUMMER

TIDE TO TABLE
THE REBIRTH OF SOUTHERN
OYSTER FARMING

DISCOVER THE BEST IN SHOPPING,
DINING, EYEWEAR AND MORE

8/20/18 1:49 PM

+

+

PASSION FOR THE PAST
HISTORY TAKES A STARRING
ROLE IN POP CULTURE

MUST-SEE

HUDSON
VALLEY

LIGHTS,
CAMERA, ACTION

The making of the
Middleburg Film Festival

48 HOURS IN
CHARLESTON

Food, history and
the great outdoors

JUST FORE
GOLFERS

Specialty spa
treatments for players

NBCC-6 COVER Final.indd 1

DISCOVER
LOCAL FLAVOR

Culinary experiences
that inspire travel
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